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Dark matter (DM) particles with mass in the sub-GeV range are an attractive alternative to
heavier weakly-interacting massive particles, but direct detection of such light particles is chal-
lenging. If however DM-nucleus scattering leads to ionisation of the recoiling atom, the resulting
electron may be detected even if the nuclear recoil is unobservable. We demonstrate that including
this effect significantly enhances direct detection sensitivity to sub-GeV DM. Existing experiments
set world-leading limits, and future experiments may probe the cross sections relevant for thermal
freeze-out.
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Introduction.— Despite spectacular improvements in
sensitivity over recent years, dark matter (DM) direct
detection experiments have so far failed to observe con-
clusive evidence of a DM signal. While this may be inter-
preted as a failure of the paradigm of weakly-interacting
massive particles (WIMPs) [1–3], an alternative explana-
tion is that WIMPs are lighter than usually assumed and
that the energy they can deposit in a detector is below
current experimental thresholds (see [4] for a recent re-
view). This consideration has led to increasing interest
in experiments with lower thresholds for nuclear recoils,
such as CRESST [5–8], DAMIC [9], EDELWEISS [10],
NEWS-G [11] or SuperCDMS [12], in experiments sensi-
tive for electron recoils [13–16], or indeed in the develop-
ment of completely novel types of detectors [17–33].
Direct detection experiments based on liquid xenon,
on the other hand, are usually believed to be insensitive
to nuclear recoils with sub-keV energy, corresponding to
sub-GeV DM particles. This conclusion is based on the
implicit assumption that the electron cloud of the recoil-
ing atom instantly follows the nucleus, so that ionisations
and excitations are only produced subsequently, as the
recoiling atom collides with surrounding xenon atoms.
The resulting primary scintillation (S1) signal is then too
small to be observable.
From neutron-nucleus scattering experiments it is how-
ever known that the sudden acceleration of a nucleus af-
ter a collision leads to excitations and ionisation of atomic
electrons (see e.g. [34–38]). This effect, illustrated in fig-
ure 1, can lead to energetic γ-rays and ionisation elec-
trons being produced from the primary interaction. The
S1 signal is then much larger and the sensitivity of liquid
xenon detectors is significantly enhanced. The case of γ-
ray emission was investigated in detail in [39]. Ref. [40]
furthermore showed that liquid xenon detectors such as
LUX [41], XENON1T [42] or PandaX [43] can distin-
guish such events from electron recoils, which constitute
the main background.
Recently, ref. [44] pointed out that the probability
to ionise a recoiling atom is in fact substantially larger
than the probability to obtain a γ-ray. This effect has
been named “Migdal effect” in the DM literature [45–
47], as the calculation makes use of the Migdal approxi-
mation [48] that the electron cloud of the atom does not
change during the nuclear recoil induced by the DM in-
teraction (see figure 1). In the frame of the nucleus, this
results in a simultaneous boost for all electrons, which
can lead to excitation or ionisation of electrons.
In this letter, we further explore the formalism devel-
oped in [44] and apply it to the case of liquid xenon
detectors. We find that the sensitivity of this type of
experiment in the sub-GeV mass range is significantly
enhanced. By reinterpreting existing data from the LUX
and XENON1T experiments, we obtain the strongest
limit on DM with mass between∼ 0.1−0.5 GeV and com-
parable limits to CRESST-III [8] between ∼ 0.5−1 GeV.
A second central observation of our letter is that in sce-
narios where the DM couples with equal strength to elec-
trons and protons (as in the case of interactions mediated
by a dark photon with kinetic mixing [49, 50]), experi-
ments may be more sensitive to ionisation electrons re-
sulting from nuclear recoils than from electron recoils.
The search strategy considered in this paper can there-
fore probe unexplored parameter regions of dark photon
models and future experiments may be sensitive to pa-
rameter space compatible with thermal freeze-out.
We begin by reviewing the central aspects of the
Migdal effect and the relevant formulae from the liter-
ature. Next, we discuss the resulting signatures in liq-
uid xenon detectors, considering the LUX experiment for
concreteness. Finally, we present the resulting bounds
on the parameter space of two interesting models of light
DM.
Ionization electrons from nuclear recoils.— In this
section we summarize the key results from [44] needed
for calculating the signatures of light DM scattering on
nuclei in direct detection experiments. The differential
event rate for DM-nucleus scattering Rnr with respect to
the nuclear recoil energy ER and the DM velocity v is
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FIG. 1. Illustration of electron emission from nuclear re-
coils. If a DM particle scatters off a nucleus (panel 1), we
can assume that immediately after the collision the nucleus
moves relative to the surrounding electron cloud (panel 2).
The electrons eventually catch up with the nucleus, but indi-
vidual electrons may be left behind and are emitted, leading
to ionisation of the recoiling atom (panel 3).
given by
d2Rnr
dER dv
=
ρ σN
2µ2N mDM
f(v)
v
, (1)
where ρ denotes the local DM density, σN the DM-
nucleus scattering cross section1, mDM the DM mass,
µN = mN mDM/(mN + mDM) the DM-nucleus reduced
mass and f(v) =
∫
v2 f(v) dΩv the DM speed distribu-
tion in the laboratory frame [51]. We neglect nuclear
form factors since we are only interested in small momen-
tum transfers. The differential event rate for a nuclear
recoil of energy ER to be accompanied by an ionisation
electron with energy Ee is
d3Rion
dER dEe dv
=
d2Rnr
dER dv
× |Zion(ER, Ee)|2 , (2)
where the transition rate is given by
|Zion(ER, Ee)|2 =
∑
nl
1
2pi
dpcqe(nl→ Ee)
dEe
. (3)
In this expression n and l denote the initial quan-
tum numbers of the electron being emitted, qe =
me
√
2ER/mN is the momentum of each electron in the
rest frame of the nucleus immediately after the scatter-
ing process, and pcqe(nl → Ee) quantifies the probability
to emit an electron with final kinetic energy Ee. We can
make the dependence of pcqe(nl → Ee) on qe explicit by
writing
pcqe(nl→ Ee) =
(
qe
vrefme
)
pcvref(nl→ Ee) , (4)
where vref is a fixed reference velocity. The functions
pcvref(nl→ Ee) depend on the target material under con-
sideration. We use the functions from ref. [44], which
have been calculated taking vref = 10
−3.
1 We have absorbed the coherent enhancement factor into our def-
inition of σN .
If the emitted electron comes from an inner orbital,
the remaining ion will be in an excited state. To return
to the ground state, further electronic energy will be re-
leased in the form of photons or additional electrons.2
The total electronic energy deposited in the detector is
hence approximately given by EEM = Ee + Enl, where
Enl is the (positive) binding energy of the electron before
emission.
We integrate eq. (2) over the nuclear recoil energy and
the DM velocity to calculate the energy spectrum, in-
cluding only those combinations of ER, EEM and v that
satisfy energy and momentum conservation. The result-
ing calculation is identical to the case of inelastic DM [54],
with the DM mass splitting ∆m being replaced by the
total electronic energy EEM.
3 We find
vmin =
√
mNER
2µ2
+
EEM√
2mNER
. (5)
The maximum electronic and nuclear recoil energy for
a given DM mass are given by
ER,max =
2µ2N v
2
max
mN
, EEM,max =
µN v
2
max
2
. (6)
For vmax ≈ 800 km/s, mDM  mN (and hence µN ≈
mDM), we generically find EEM,max  ER,max. For
concreteness, for mDM = 0.5 GeV and mN = 120 GeV
(the approximate xenon atom mass), we find ER,max ≈
0.03 keV while EEM,max ≈ 1.8 keV. The electronic en-
ergy is therefore much easier to detect than the nuclear
recoil energy.
Sensitivity of liquid xenon detectors.— Having ob-
tained the relevant formulae for the distribution of elec-
tronic and nuclear recoil energy at the interaction point
where the DM-nucleus scattering occurs, we now convert
these energies into observables accessible for direct detec-
tion experiments. The focus of this discussion will be on
liquid xenon detectors, but we note that the dominance
of the electronic energy EEM resulting from the Migdal
effect is not limited to xenon. These detectors convert
the atomic excitations and ionisations at the interaction
point into a primary (S1) and a secondary (S2) scintil-
lation signal [55]. A specific detector can be character-
ized by two functions: pdf(S1,S2|ER, EEM) quantifies the
probability to obtain specific S1 and S2 values for given
ER and EEM; and (S1,S2) quantifies the probability that
a signal with given S1 and S2 will be detected and will
satisfy all selection cuts. Using these two functions, we
can write
d2R
dS1 dS2
= (S1,S2)
∫
dER dEEM
d2R
dER dEEM
× pdf(S1,S2|ER, EEM) , (7)
2 In contrast, the probability to obtain double ionisation from the
Migdal effect itself is exceedingly small [52, 53].
3 We neglect the difference in mass between the original atom and
the recoiling excited state.
3where we have now expressed the differential event rate
from eq. (2) in terms of EEM.
For sub-GeV DM particles, nuclear recoil energies are
below O(0.1) keV. The scintillation and ionisation yield
for such small energies have not yet been measured in
liquid xenon, but theoretical arguments predict the re-
sulting signals to be very small [56]. We conservatively
neglect this contribution and assume that only electronic
energy contributes to the S1 and S2 signals, such that
pdf(S1,S2|ER, EEM) = pdf(S1,S2|EEM) and the integra-
tion over ER in eq. (7) can be immediately performed.
Refs. [40, 57] and Appendix A discuss how we de-
termine pdf(S1,S2|EEM) and (S1,S2) for liquid xenon
experiments using a Monte Carlo simulation of the de-
tector based on the Noble Element Simulation Tech-
nique (NEST) [58–60]. For given EEM, the mean S1
and S2 signals can be written as S1 = g1 Ly EEM and
S2 = g2Qy EEM, respectively, where g1,2 are detector-
dependent gain factors and Ly and Qy are properties
of liquid xenon determined from calibration data [61–
65]. The Monte Carlo simulation then determines the
probability for fluctuations in the number of excited and
ionised atoms produced initially, recombination fluctua-
tions as well as finite extraction and detection efficiencies.
As pointed out in [40], these fluctuations play a crucial
role for the sensitivity of liquid xenon detectors to sub-
GeV DM particles, because the mean S1 signal expected
from the scattering of light DM particles lies below the
detection threshold of typical detectors. Thus, the signal
can only be observed in the case of an upward fluctuation
of the S1 signal. Moreover, events with unusually large
S1 signal have the advantage that they do not look like
typical electronic recoils. Instead, they look more similar
to nuclear recoils, which have a smaller ratio of S2/S1
than electron recoils. This feature makes it possible to
distinguish between the expected signal and the main
sources of backgrounds.
We focus on the LUX [41, 66] and XENON1T [42, 67]
experiments, and following [40], implement two different
approaches to estimate the sensitivity to sub-GeV DM,
adopting the astrophysical parameters used in [40] for
our analysis. For the cut-and-count (CC) approach we
determine the region in S1-S2 space that contains 90%
of the DM events passing all cuts and count the number
of observed events in this region. A limit can then be
set by assuming all these events to be signal events and
calculating a Poisson upper bound on the expected num-
ber of events (at 90% confidence level). A more powerful
approach is the profile likelihood method (PLR), which
takes into account the likelihood for signal and back-
ground at each observed event [68, 69]. In contrast to the
CC approach, the PLR method requires a background
model. For LUX, our model consists of two components:
a component flat in energy from electronic recoils and
a component from the decays of 127Xe. Further details
are given in [40]. For XENON1T, modelling the surface
background is beyond the scope of this work so we only
show results for a CC approach. With this approach we
obtain a stronger bound from the first run (SR0) than
from the second run (SR1) due to the smaller number
of background events. We expect that a PLR analysis
of SR1 would further improve the XENON1T exclusion
limit.
We also estimate the expected sensitivity of the LZ ex-
periment [70], and note that a similar sensitivity should
be expected with XENONnT [71]. We show results as-
suming 1000 days of data taking and a 5.6 tonne tar-
get volume using the detector parameters sets discussed
in [72].
Results.— We present the results of our analysis for
DM particles interacting with nuclei via two different
types of mediators: scalars and vectors. The difference
between these two cases is how the mediator couples to
Standard Model (SM) particles [73]. For a scalar media-
tor these couplings generically arise from mixing with the
SM Higgs boson, so that the mediator couples to SM par-
ticles proportional to their mass. In particular, the DM-
nucleus cross section for nuclei with mass number A is en-
hanced by a coherence factor, σN = A
2 σp µ
2
N/µ
2
p, where
σp and µp are the DM-proton cross section and reduced
mass, respectively. Furthermore, couplings to electrons
are negligible. Models with sub-GeV DM particles and
(light) scalar mediators have for example been considered
recently in the context of self-interacting DM [74, 75].
For vector mediators, couplings to SM particles arise
from kinetic mixing with the photon. As a result, cou-
plings to SM particles are expected to be proportional to
their electromagnetic charge, leading to a Z2 enhance-
ment for scattering on nuclei with charge number Z, i.e.
σN = Z
2 σp µ
2
N/µ
2
p, and comparable couplings to protons
and electrons. These so-called dark photon models have
been studied extensively in the literature [15, 16, 76–81].
We emphasize that even if the couplings of DM to
protons and electrons are comparable, the correspond-
ing scattering cross sections are not, because they are
proportional to the reduced mass squared [13]. For sub-
GeV DM particles, one finds µp ≈ mDM and µe ≈ me, so
scattering on nucleons is enhanced by a factor m2DM/m
2
e.
For heavy atoms, the coherence factor for the nucleus
leads to an additional enhancement in spite of the larger
number density of electrons. Thus, the probability for
DM particles in the mass range 0.1–1 GeV to scatter on
nuclei is many orders of magnitude larger than the prob-
ability to scatter on electrons. Most of these scattering
processes will be unobserved, but even a small fraction
of events with ionisation electrons are sufficient to obtain
strong constraints.
Our results are summarized in figure 2, focusing on the
mass range 0.1 GeV ≤ mDM ≤ 1 GeV. The upper panel
shows the case of a scalar mediator (Higgs mixing), the
lower panel the case of a vector mediator (kinetic mix-
ing). An additional assumption in both plots is that the
mediator is sufficiently heavy that the scattering can be
described by contact interactions, which is the case for
mmed & 10 MeV [75]. No further assumptions are needed
to compare the constraints from different direct detection
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FIG. 2. Exclusion limits (solid lines) and projected sensitiv-
ities (dotted lines) for sub-GeV DM. The bounds resulting
from our analysis of electron emission after nuclear recoils are
shown in blue for LUX (using two different statistical meth-
ods) and in green for XENON1T. The upper panel considers
the case of a scalar mediator (couplings proportional to mass),
the lower panel considers the case of a vector mediator (cou-
plings proportional to charge). In the latter case, there are
constraints both from experiments looking for nuclear recoils
(NR) and from experiments looking for electron recoils (ER).
The bounds from the CRESST surface run, LUX NR+γ and
LUX 2013 (CC) have been omitted in the lower panel for clar-
ity. We also show the parameter combinations that yield the
observed DM relic abundance for one specific model (complex
scalar DM). See text for details.
experiments looking for nuclear or electron recoils.4 Pro-
jected sensitivities are taken from [12] for SuperCDMS-
Ge, from [75] for CRESST-III and from [4] for SENSEI,
DAMIC and SuperCDMS-Si.
We find that in both of the cases considered, the sensi-
4 We do not show constraints from hidden photon searches at
BaBar [78], which require the assumption of a specific ratio be-
tween the DM mass and the mediator mass.
tivity of current liquid xenon detectors for sub-GeV DM
can compete with other existing and proposed strate-
gies. In the case of a scalar mediator, only experiments
sensitive to nuclear recoils give relevant constraints. We
find that XENON1T gives the world-leading exclusion
limit across the entire mass range under consideration.
In particular, we find XENON1T to be more constrain-
ing than the first analysis of CRESST-III [8] even for
mDM & 0.5 GeV. For lower DM masses, we signifi-
cantly improve the LUX bound obtained from γ-rays
emitted in nuclear scattering processes [40], and from the
CRESST 2017 surface run [7].
In the case of vector mediators, constraints from
LUX and XENON1T are slightly weakened relative to
the ones from CRESST due to a smaller difference in
the enhancement factors. In addition, there are now
strong constraints from searches for electron scattering
in XENON100 [16, 82]. Nevertheless, we observe that
searches for electrons emitted for nuclear recoils in liquid
xenon detectors set competitive bounds for DM masses
around 200–400 MeV. LZ can significantly improve upon
these bounds in the future and provide complementary
constraints to alternative electron-recoil strategies pro-
posed to search for sub-GeV DM [4].
To put our results into context, it is instructive to com-
pare the sensitivity of direct detection experiments to the
parameter regions where the DM particle can be a ther-
mal relic that obtains its abundance via the freeze-out
mechanism. Such a comparison is necessarily model de-
pendent, but the number of possibilities is limited by
strong constraints on sub-GeV WIMPs [83, 84]. Here we
focus on one viable scenario, namely a vector mediator
and complex scalar DM [15]. If the mediator mass is suf-
ficiently large, mmed > 2mDM, the DM relic abundance
probes the same combination of parameters as direct de-
tection experiments. In other words, for each value of
mDM there is a unique value of σp corresponding to the
observed relic abundance [85]. The scattering cross sec-
tions obtained in this way are indicated by the grey band
in the lower panel of figure 2. We observe that current
bounds exclude the simplest realization of thermal freeze-
out in the model that we consider for mDM > 450 MeV,
while the next generation of direct detection experiments
is expected to probe the relevant cross sections across the
entire mass range of interest.
Conclusions.— The sub-GeV mass range represents
a new frontier in the search for particle DM. While di-
rect detection experiments are often considered insensi-
tive to nuclear recoils induced by scattering of light DM
particles, we have shown that electrons emitted from re-
coiling atoms significantly boost the signal, leading to an
enhanced sensitivity for, and new bounds on, the DM-
nucleus scattering cross-section. In liquid xenon detec-
tors the sensitivity to these signals is further enhanced
by the possibility of upward fluctuations in the S1 signal,
leading to the possibility to distinguish between signal
and background.
In the present work we have focused on the LUX exper-
5iment as an example of existing technology and the LZ
experiment as illustration of the power of next-generation
experiments. Nevertheless, the same physics will be rel-
evant for other direct detection experiments sensitive to
electronic recoils. Moreover, our results may also be
applied to coherent neutrino-nucleus scattering [44, 86]
and to the interpretation of calibration data based on
neutron-nucleus scattering [87, 88].
In conclusion, we emphasize that direct detection ex-
periments are only just beginning to probe the interesting
parameter space for sub-GeV WIMPs. Significant im-
provements of sensitivity are required in order to probe
the cross sections favoured by the freeze-out mechanism.
To achieve this goal we need both a dedicated effort to
build new types of direct detection experiments with very
low thresholds, and further theoretical developments to
better understand the ways in which DM particles can
lead to observable signals in conventional direct detec-
tion experiments.
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Appendix A: Modelling electronic recoil events in a
xenon detector
A basic input for all of our detector simulations is
the electron yield Qy. This is related to the observable
(mean) S2 signal through the relation S2 = g2Qy EEM,
where g2 is a detector-dependent gain factor and EEM is
the electronic recoil energy. For electronic recoils, Qy is
also simply related to the photon yield Ly through the
relation
1
W
= Ly +Qy , (A1)
where W = 13.7 is the work function for xenon [55]. The
photon yield is related to the observable (mean) S1 signal
through the relation S1 = g1 Ly EEM, where g1 is another
detector-dependent gain factor.
The upper right panels in figures 3 and 4 show our pa-
rameterisations of Qy that we use for each of our detec-
tor simulations in the low-energy regime most relevant
for our analysis. For LUX2013, LUX2016 and LZ (fig-
ures 3 and 5), we fit to the low-energy 127Xe data [64]
and tritium calibration data [61] collected by LUX and
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FIG. 3. Left panels: Blue and red shaded regions show the
electronic and nuclear recoil bands respectively, obtained from
our detector simulations. The black solid and black dashed
show regions that contain 90% of DM events when mDM =
0.5 GeV for the Migdal effect and for nuclear recoils+γ emis-
sion, respectively. The grey points show the events mea-
sured during the LUX2013 (upper panel) and LUX2016 (lower
panel) periods of data taking, respectively. For LUX2016,
we exclude events within 1 cm of the radial fiducial volume.
Upper right panels: The black solid line shows the parame-
terisation of the electron yield Qy used in our detector sim-
ulations. The red, blue and orange data points show low-
energy calibration data measured with the LUX and PIXeY
experiments. Lower right panels: The detection efficiency
for electronic recoils as a function of energy. The solid black
line shows the efficiency obtained from our simulations in this
work. The dashed line shows the efficiency used in a previous
study (ref. [40]) of nuclear recoils + γ emission.
to the PIXeY data from decays of 37Ar [63]. Although
LZ is projected to operate with a different drift field, the
low-energy dependence of Qy on the drift field is small
(for recent results, see e.g. [89]). For XENON1T, we fit
to the lowest energy 127Xe and 37Ar points but at higher
energies, match our Qy values to the credible regions de-
termined by the XENON1T collaboration [65]. These
credible regions are shaded in grey in the upper right
panel of figure 4.
The electron yield Qy is a basic input for calculating
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FIG. 4. Similar to figure 3. Left panel: The electronic and nu-
clear recoil bands, together with the Migdal signal region are
plotted in the S1 – S2b plane. Very few events were observed
during the first DM search (‘SR0’). We include all events
observed within the 1.3 tonne fiducial volume of the total ex-
posure (‘SR0’+‘SR1’). Upper right panels: We compare our
Qy parameterisations with the XENON collaboration’s best
estimate of Qy (grey shaded regions).
the mean S1 and S2 signals. To include fluctuations in
our model, we follow the microphysics model introduced
by NEST [58]. A recent succinct summary of this model
is provided in ref. [65]. In addition to Qy, we must specify
the exciton-to-ion ratio α, the mean recombination prob-
ability r and the recombination fluctuation ∆r. We use
the value α = 0.12, consistent with the expected range
of 0.06 – 0.2 [58], while our energy-dependent parame-
terisations for r and ∆r lie within the credible regions
given in ref. [65]. Finally, we also allow for variations in
the light collection as a function of depth in the detec-
tor and allow for electrons to be captured as they drift
from the interaction point to the top of the detector. For
LUX, we take specific detector parameters, such as PMT
acceptance, relative light collection efficiency, single elec-
tron size and electron lifetime from ref. [90]. For our LZ
simulation, we take detector parameters and follow the
procedure in ref. [72] while for XENON1T, we make use
of the information in refs. [65, 91]. Our detector simu-
lations accurately reproduce the electronic and nuclear
LZ, 5.6 tonne ⨯ 1000 days (sim.)
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FIG. 5. Similar to figure 3. In the left panel of this figure,
the orange region indicates the 90% background region from
8B and hep solar neutrino induced nuclear recoils. The grey
points show simulated data for a background-only 5.6 tonne×
1000 day exposure.
recoils bands for the respectively experiments. The re-
sults from our simulations are shown as the blue and red
shaded regions in the left panels of figures 3 and 4, re-
spectively.
In the bottom right panels of figs 3 to 4, we show the
efficiency of detecting a signal as a function of energy
for electronic recoil events. All of the resulting efficien-
cies are reasonably similar. This is a reflection of the
similar light collection efficiencies in the different exper-
iments, which is what dominates the efficiency at low
energies. Of particular note is the new efficiency that we
use for LUX2013 and LUX2016. The solid and dashed
lines in the lower right panel of figure 3 compare the ef-
ficiency from the improved detector simulation used in
this analysis with the result from a previous study [40].
We have used this improved efficiency to recalculate the
LUX NR + γ limit [40].
Finally, the black solid contour in the left panels of
figs 3 to 4 shows the region that contains 90% of the signal
events in the S1 – S2 plane for mDM = 0.5 GeV. These
signal regions lie preferentially below the usual electronic
recoil band. In the left panel of figure 3, we also show
the signal region for the LUX NR+γ (black dashed line)
for mDM = 0.5 GeV. This is similar to the signal region
from the Migdal effect. The small differences arise from
the slightly different shapes of the recoil spectra. The
orange region in the lower left panel of figure 5 shows the
signal region expected from 8B and hep solar neutrino
induced nuclear recoils.
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